
The Best Contemporary Duologues for Two
Men: The Good Audition Guides
Picking the perfect contemporary duologue for auditions can be a daunting task,
especially when you have two men performing. Finding the right material that
showcases both performers' talents while engaging the audience is crucial. That's
where "Contemporary Duologues Two Men: The Good Audition Guides" comes
in. In this article, we will explore some of the best contemporary duologues for
two men and how they can help actors leave a lasting impression during
auditions.

Why Choose Contemporary Duologues?

Contemporary duologues provide a chance for actors to portray realistic, relatable
characters and showcase their range of emotions. These scenes can captivate
the audience and offer a glimpse into the actors' abilities to convey complex and
diverse relationships on stage or in front of a camera.

The Importance of Two Men Duologues

When it comes to two men duologues, the dynamics between the characters can
be particularly intriguing. This format allows actors to explore various
relationships such as friendship, rivalry, mentorship, or even conflict. It provides
an opportunity for performers to uncover the depth and nuance within their
characters, making for compelling performances.
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The Good Audition Guides: Your Go-To Resource

The Good Audition Guides, a reputable collection of scene books, offers a
comprehensive selection of contemporary duologues for two men. With their
expert curation, these guides provide actors with solid material that not only
challenges their skills but also resonates with directors and casting agents.

1. "Inherit the Wind" by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee

Based on the infamous Scopes Monkey Trial, "Inherit the Wind" offers a powerful
two men duologue that explores the ideological clash between science and
religion. This intense scene showcases the intellectual battle between a defense
attorney and a prosecutor, allowing actors to display their dramatic range and
emotional depth.

2. "Glengarry Glen Ross" by David Mamet

"Glengarry Glen Ross" features a gripping duologue between two real estate
agents caught up in a high-stakes sales competition. This scene is perfect for
actors who enjoy delivering quick-witted dialogue with sharp intensity. The
characters' desperation and ambition create a tension-filled atmosphere, making
it an excellent choice for auditions.
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3. "True West" by Sam Shepard

"True West" offers a fascinating exploration of sibling rivalry. This duologue
between two estranged brothers delves into the complexities of family
relationships and the struggle for identity. With its blend of dark humor and
underlying tension, this scene allows actors to showcase their versatility and
emotional range.

4. "American Buffalo" by David Mamet

In "American Buffalo," two small-time crooks plan a heist that goes awry. This
gritty, dialogue-driven duologue presents actors with the challenge of portraying
characters with flawed morality and questionable motives. The sharp, profanity-
laden exchanges require precise delivery and timing, displaying actors' command
over Mamet's distinct style.

5. "Farragut North" by Beau Willimon

Set against the backdrop of a political campaign, "Farragut North" captures the
essence of power, ambition, and betrayal. This gripping duologue between two
campaign strategists provides actors with an opportunity to showcase their ability
to convey complex emotions and the cost of pursuing success at any cost.

When it comes to contemporary duologues for two men, it's essential to choose
scenes that challenge both actors and captivate the audience. The Good Audition
Guides offer a fantastic selection of material that ticks all the boxes. Explore the
suggested scenes and discover the depth and versatility that contemporary
duologues can bring to your auditions. Break a leg!
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THE GOOD AUDITION GUIDES:
Helping you select and perform the audition piece that is best suited to your
performing skills

As an actor at any level – whether you are doing theatre studies at school, taking
part in youth theatre, preparing for drama-school showcases, or attending
professional acting workshops – you will often be required to prepare a duologue
with a fellow performer. Your success is often based on locating and selecting a
fresh, dynamic scene suited to your specific performing skills, as well as your
interplay as a duo. Which is where this book comes in.

This collection features twenty-five fantastic duologues for two men, almost all
written since the year 2000 by some of our most exciting dramatic voices, offering
a wide variety of character types and styles of writing.

Playwrights featured include Mike Bartlett, Howard Brenton, Jez Butterworth,
Alexi Kaye Campbell, Ella Hickson, Sam Holcroft, Anna Jordan, Rona Munro,
Jack Thorne and Tom Wells, and the plays themselves were premiered at the
very best theatres across the UK including the Manchester Royal Exchange,
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Watford Palace, the Almeida, Bush, Hampstead, Royal Court and Soho Theatres,
and at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe.

Drawing on her experience as an actor, director and teacher at several leading
drama schools, Trilby James equips each duologue with a thorough including the
vital information you need to place the piece in context (the who, what, when,
where and why) and suggestions about how to perform the scene to its maximum
effect (including the characters' objectives).

The collection also features an on the whole process of selecting and preparing a
duologue, and how to present it to the greatest effect. The result is the most
comprehensive and useful contemporary duologue book of its kind now available.

'Sound practical advice... a source of inspiration for teachers and students alike'
Teaching Drama Magazine on The Good Audition Guides
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